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ON A DECOMPOSITION OF AN EXTENDED CONTRA VARIANT

ALMOST ANALYTIC VECTOR IN A COMPACT #-SPACE
WITH CONSTANT SCALAR CURVATURE

BY KICHIRO TAKAMATSU

1. Introduction.

We have defined an another kind of an almost analytic vector in [5], which is
called an extended contravariant almost analytic vector, that is, in an almost com-
plex manifold we have called vτ an extended contravariant almost analytic vector
if it satisfies

(1. 1) £

where £ is the operator of Lie derivation with respect to vl, F/ the almost com-
V

plex structure tensor, λ a scalar function and Njih the Nijenhuis tensor:

Nji

h=FJ

r(^rF*-^iFrh)-F^

r(^rFjh-^jFr

h).

When λ=Q, (1. 1) is the defining equation of usual contravariant almost analytic
vector [6] and when Λ=— 1/2, (1.1) is Sato's contravariant almost (φ, Φ)-analytic
vector obtained by the cross-section of a tangent bundle [3].

On the other hand, we have proved that a contravariant almost analytic vector
v'1 in a compact X"-space with constant scalar curvature can be decomposed into
the form

(1. 2) v^p^+Fs^8

where pl and (f are both Killing vectors [9]. This generalizes the well known
Matsushima's theorem [2] and also results of Lichnerowicz [1] and Sawaki [4].

The purpose of the present paper is to prove that an extended contravariant
almost analytic vector for a constant λ such that — 3/4 ̂ Λ^O in a compact X"-space
with constant scalar curvature can be decomposed into the form (1. 2).

In §2 we shall give some definitions and identities. In §3 we shall give a
characterization of the extended contravariant almost analytic vector. In § 4 we
shall prepare some lemmas on the extended contravariant almost analytic vector
in a X"-space. The last section will be devoted to the proof of the main theorem.
Throughout this paper, indices run over the range 1,2, --,2n.

2. Preliminaries.

Let M be a 2n-dimensional almost-Hermitian manifold which admits an almost
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complex structure tensor F/ and a positive definite Riemannian metric tensor g^
satisfying

(2.1) FfFf=-fy

(2. 2) guFW^gjt.

Then from (2. 1) and (2. 2), we have

(2.3) F^-Fv

where Fjt=Fjlgu.
In an almost Hermitian manifold, if it satisfies

(2. 4) F/F,Λ+F,F,Λ=0,

where F, denotes the operator of covariant derivative with respect to the Rieman-
nian connection, the manifold is called a K-space or Tachibana space.

From (2. 4) we have easily

(2. 5) F,/V=0.

Generally, in an almost complex manifold, a tensor Tji(Tf) is called pure in
y, f, if it satisfies

and Tj^T/) is called hybrid in y, z, if it satisfies

Ojj?Γα*=0 (0#Γ«

where

and O

For instance in an almost-Hermitian manifold, FyFίΛ is pure in /, z and gji is
hybrid in j, i.

We have easily the following

PROPOSITION 1. If T/ is pure (hybrid) in j, i, then we have

FίTf=FfTΐ ( F f T f = - F f T f ) .

PROPOSITION 2. // Sjί is pure (hybrid) in j, i, then we have

PROPOSITION 3. If Tji is pure in j, i and S/ is pure (hybrid) in j, i, then
TιrSir is pure (hybrid) in j, i.

PROPOSITION 4. If T/« is pure in j, i and SJί is hybrid in j, i, then we have
THS^=Q.

PROPOSITION 5.1:> Njih is pure in j, i and hybήd in i, h,

1) See Yano [10].
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Now in a X"-space, let Rkji

h and Rjί=Rtjί

t be Riemannian curvature tensor
and Ricci tensor respectively. Then we have the following identities:50

(2. 6) *Oj?ΓαF6A=0,

(2. 7) FhkPΨjFt

h=R*kj-RJk

where P=0ίαFα and 7?*^=(l/2)Fαδ#αδίίF/.

(2. 8) 0?AR«5=0, OJ?Λ*α»=0,

(2. 9) R*ji=R*v,

(2. 10) PJFa(PiF
tl) = Rίi-R*Ji

where F^i=Ft

igty

t

(2. 11) #-#*= constant

where R=g^RJt and R*=giίR*jί.
In a Riemannian manifold, we have

(2. 12)

and in a j?Γ-space

(2.13)

Therefore from (2. 11), (2. 12) and (2. 13), we have

(2. 14)

Moreover, for any vector ^% we have

(2. 15) Vk(NtfW)=Q

and

(2. 16) Njf=4FSPβFf.

3. A characterization of an extended contravariant almost analytic vector.

Let M and T(M) be a 2^-dimensional almost complex manifold with structure
tensor F and a tangent bundle of M respectively. We denote the natural projec-
tion T(M )-»M by π. It is well known that a differentiate cross-section / defines
a contravariant almost analytic vector if it satisfies that

(3.1) dfp*Fp=Φfwdfp for

where Φ is an almost complex structure on T(M).

2) See Tachibana [7], [8].
3) See Sawaki [4].
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Let x1 be local coordinates in a neighborhood U of a fixed point p of M and
yz be the components of a tangent vector v with respect to the natural frame
d/dx*. Then (x%,yi) is a local coordinate in a neighborhood π~\U) of Γ(M).

If we put

(3 2)

where 3=2n+j and Λ is a scalar function, then we have a tensor field Φ of type
(1,1) on T(M) whose component are Φ/ with respect to the coordinate neighbor-
hood π"\U)(x%

>y
ί)9 and it is easily verified that Φ is an almost complex structure

on T(M) by virtue of Proposition 5 where 7,7=1, 2, •• *4n.
Now, since cross-section / can be locally expressed*by

(3.3)

in terms of the local coordinate system (xl, ?/*) on T(M), (3.1) can be written

(3.4)

The first equation in (3. 4) is an identity and from the second equation in (3. 4)
we have

(3. 5) FSdry^y'

If we denote the components of vector field v by v\ (3. 5) can be written as

which is nothing but the formula which defines our extended contravariant almost
analytic vector.

4. Some lemmas.

In this section, we assume that we are in a TΓ-space. In a 7^-space, by (2. 16),
(1. 1) turns to

(4. 1)

or

(4. 2)

where σ=
Now, we need following lemmas to prove the main theorem,
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LEMMA 4. 1.4) In an almost-Hermitian space, if tensor Sjtί is skew- symmetric,
then we have

LEMMA 4. 2.5) In a compact K- space with constant scalar curvature, if
is pure in j, i and n is a vector such that rl=ί7

ίrfor a certain scalar r, then we have

JM

where dV means the volume element of the space M.

LEMMA 4. 3. In a K-space, if v% is an extended contravariant almost analytic
vector for a constant λ, then following relation holds good:

(4. 3) σ(Rrί-R*ri)vr+ ^NjriPJvr=0.

Proof. Operating V3 to (4. 1) and taking account of (2. 5), we have

(4.4) σΓ^v^tFj^+σvΨΨtF^-FjΨΨ^+^JFt^jV^+FtΨΨjV^O.

In this place, for the second term of the left hand side of (4. 4), by (2. 7) and
(2. 9), we have

where R*jί=gtίR*jf,, and for the third term, we have

~LJ

Thus (4.4) turns to

α*^^ Δ

Transvecting this equation with Fik, and using (2. 16), we have

(4. 5) ~

(4.6)

t-

On the other hand, operating FkJ'Pk to (4.1), we have

4), 5) See Takamatsu [9].
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In the left hand side of this equation, for the first term and the fifth term,
by (2.16), we have

(g+1)
4

for the second term, by (2. 9), we have

For the third term F*'P*F/, Fk> being hybrid in kj and ΓfcF/ pure in kj,
then this term vanishes by virtue of Proposition 4. For the last term we have

Hence, (4. 6) becomes

(4. 7) F

Thus, subtracting (4. 7) from (4. 5), we get (4. 3).

LEMMA 4. 4. In a compact K-space, if vz is an extended contravariant almost
analytic vector for a constant λ =^—1/4 and f1 is a vector such that r'i^Vir for a
certain scalar r, then we have

(4.8)

Proof. From

P'{nΛ(#Λy-l?^)}=rJι^

by Green's theorem, we have

(4. 9) ( [r'WRu-R+Hd+rf'v^Ru-Rt^+nflW^^ -
JM

On the other hand, operating ί7ί to (4. 3), we have
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In this place, since l+4ί=<τ^0, taking account of (2.14) and (2.15), we have

(4. 10) VW(Rri-R*n)=Q.

Consequently, from (4. 9), we have (4. 8).

LEMMA 4. 5. In a compact K-space, an extended contravariant almost analytic
vector vl for a constant λ such that —3/4^/1^0, Λ^— 1/4, can be decomposed into
the form

(4. 11) vl=pl+rl

where Pzp
z=Q and r% is a vector such that rϊ=Pίr for a certain scalar r and

(4. 12) *O£VPα/>δ+PW=0,

(4. 13) rΨtFji=Q.

Proof. By the theory of harmonic integrals, (4. 11) is the result that holds
good for any vector vτ in a compact orientable Riemannian space. Next putting

and writing out the square of Tμ, we get

Now, operating Vi to pjTji, we have

~

= ~

(4. 14)

= ~

because F*Fίδ=0 and since (FίF/)Fί

δ=(ΓίF
δα)Fy

l is skew -symmetric with respect to
a and b, (PΦSWWaPb+PbPa) vanishes.

On the other hand, interchanging j and i in (4. 2) and subtracting the equation
thus obtained from (4. 2), we get

(4.15)

Substituting (4.11) into (4.15) and taking account of F/n=JV^ we have

Since PίF/=0 and F^^O, this equation can be easily written as

FW
(4. 16)
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Operating V1 to (4. 16) and using (4. 11) and FVί(ΓίF7 ί)=0, we have

(4. 17)

where Sjt^=Fjtpi+Ft^pj-\-F^Jpt.
In (4. 17), since F*F/ is skew-symmetric with respect to i and t, ϊ7ίFJ

t((7

lpt-\-f7tPί)
=0 and by Lemma 4.1, PΨtSJti=0.

Hence, (4. 17) turns to

ji - 2(σ - 1)F V(F^) - 2(σ -

Transvecting this equation with phFh3 and taking account of (2. 7) and (2. 16), we
have

(4. 18)

Substituting (4. 3) into (4. 18), we get

(4. 19)

Thus, substituting (4. 19) into (4. 14) and making use of Green's theorem, we
have

(4.20) ^jΓy,Γ>'+2^rWΛ^^^

Substituting ρh=vh—rh into (4.20) and taking account of Lemma 4.4, (4.20)
becomes

(4. 21) J Jl ΓyιΓ'*+2rV(ΛΛ-^Λ)+(*-υ^^

or by (2. 10),

(4. 22) J Jl TjiTJ*+2r*PΛFJi(r<PtF*)-(σ-r) (σ+2)vΨhFjί(vΨtF^dV=0.

Thus, if -2^(7^1, that is, -3/4^>?^0 and λ*— 1/4, then we can deduce 7yt=0
and rΨhFji=Q.

LEMMA 4. 6. // -3/4<Λ<0, ^—1/4, we have

(4. 23) »ΛΓΛFyi = 0, >*ΓΛFyi = 0.

ΛΌO/. This follows from (4. 22).

LEMMA 4. 7. In a compact K-space, if vl is an extended contravariant almost
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analytic vector for a constant λ such that — 3/4^^0, λ*?— 1/4, then it satisfies

(4. 24) FFz0*+ΛV=0.

Proof. When -3/4<α<0, Λ^-l/4, multiplying (4.23) by PkF^ and taking
account of (2.10), we have

and hence, from (4.3), NtuPvl=0. Consequently by (4.7), we get (4.24).
When Λ=-3/4 or Λ=0, forming (4.5)x(σ+l)-(4.7)x(σ-l), we have

(4. 25) 2PΨivk+σ(σ+ϊ)Rrkv
r-(σ-l) (σ+2)R*rkv

r=Q.

In this place, if λ=—3/4. or Λ=0, that is, if σ=l or σ=— 2, then from (4.25) we
have (4. 24).

LEMMA 4. 8. In a compact K-space, an extended conίravariant almost analytic
vector vl for a constant λ such that λ =—1/4, can be decomposed into the form

(4. 26) v*=pl+rz

where Pτp'L=Q and rl is a vector such that r'l=Γίr for a certain scalar r and

(4. 27) *O&(F^δ+P^α)=0,

(4. 28) itPtFji=0.

Proof. In (4.2) if Λ=— 1/4, i.e. (7=0, we have

(4. 29) PjVi-FSFi*PaVb=Q.

Interchanging j and i in (4. 29) and subtracting the equation thus obtained
from (4. 29) and substituting vl=pl+r*, we have

(4. 30) (V3Pi-V^pj)-FJ

a'Fi\PaPl>-V^>Pa} = Q.

Transvecting (4.30) with F^ and taking account of F'F/i=0 and Fα/>α=0, we
have

(4.31)

where Sjcai=Fka

Operating Pi to (4. 31), taking account of that PίFka is skew-symmetric in i,a
and FίFί

δ=0, by Lemma 4.1, we have

(4.32) F*T*(F,Aι+PαA)-/W^^

Transvecting (4. 32) with Fh

k and making use of (2. 7), we have

F'(P,Λ+PΛA)+FΛ*Ft

α^

(4. 33) = -Fh\VaF,f) (P^pa-ϊ7aP^)-2pa(R*ha-R^

= 2pa(Rha-R*ha)

because, since PaFJl

l is pure in a, i and by (4. 30), Ptpa—PaPί is hybrid in a, i,
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Fh

lc(PaF]C

i)(yipa—PaPi) vanishes by virtue of Proposition 4.
Next substituting (4. 33) into (4. 14) in which h=j, we have

(4. 34)

and by Green's theorem, we have

Thus, we get ΓίΛ=0 and pflPhFJi=0.

LEMMA 4. 9. //z # compact K-space, if v% is an extended contravariant almost
analytic vector for a constant λ such that Λ = — 1/4, then it satisfies

(4.35)

. (4. 35) follows from (4. 25).

5. Proof of the main theorem.

THEOREM. In a compact K-space with constant scalar curvature, an extended
contravariant almost analytic vector vl for a constant λ such that —3/4^/1^0 is
decomposed into the form

where p1 and q* are both Killing vectors.

Proof. First of all, we shall prove that pl is a Killing vector. When — 3/4
and λ^ — 1/4, we put

Operating F* to pjUji and making use of pi=Vi—rlt we have

(5.1)

= -ί Uji W* +P3 (PΨtVj + PΨjVi - PjP*Vi + PjP^t - 2PΨjri + 2PJP
iri - 2PJP

irt).

In this place, by the Ricci's identity and (4. 24), we have

(5. 2) PΨiVj+PiP^i-PjPiVi=PΨiVj+Rjiv
l=0

and

(5. 3) PΨJri-PjPirl=riRji.

Hence, making use of (5. 2) and (5. 3), from (5. 1) by Green's theorem we find

(5. 4)
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where a=Pivi—2Pirz.
From Pj(apJ)=pΨja-}-a!7jpJ=pΦj(x, we have

(5.5) ( pΨjadV=0.
JM

Thus taking account of (4. 12) and Lemma 4. 2, (5. 4) becomes

from which it follows that

(5. 6) Uji=PJpi+P%pj=Q,

that is, pl is a Killing vector.
Next, when Λ = — 1/4, again we consider (5.1). In this place, by the Ricci's

identity and Lemma 4. 9, we have

(5.7)

Hence, making use of (5. 3) and (5. 7), from (5. 1) by Green's theorem, we find

(5. 8)

where a=Pίvi—2Pίrl.
Multiplying (4. 28) by PΛF'* and using (2. 10), we have

Thus taking account of (4. 27), by Lemma 4. 2 and (5. 5), (5. 8) becomes

JM *

from which it follows that

Ujί=PJpί+Pίpj=0.

If we put

(5.9) ^=-Ft*rί, or r*=Ffcf

then, v*=pl+r* can be written as

(5. 10) v^pi+Ffqt.

Lastly, we shall prove that q^ is a Killing vector. From (5. 9), we have qi=Fl

trt

from which it follows

(5.11)

Interchanging j and z in (4. 2) and adding the equation thus obtained to (4. 2),
we get
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Substituting Vi=pi+rl into this equation and using (5. 6) and fV^PVj, we have

(5. 12)

Thus, by (2. 4) and (5. 12), the right hand side of (5. 11) vanishes. Consequently
we find φ is a Killing vector, q.e.d.
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